
➢ Good:
 Mistakes are easy to undo, everything I put in I can take out, also I assume undo/redo will 

work soon (saftey)
 All actions are clearly labled, everything is intuitve (Learnability)
 If you're editing a textbox it gets a dotted border around it, good affordance (Learnability)
 I like that everything I want to do is readily accessible in the side bar (Effeciency)

➢ Bad:
 The first time I made a new image the picture was stretched horizanally and squashed 

vertically (sorry I didn't get a screenshot of it)
 Heuristic: aesthetics
 severity: major

 its possible to be scrolled down and for new things to be inserted at the top, and I don't 
realize that things are being inserted so i keep inserting, bad feedback
 Heuristic: Visibility of system status
 severity: major

 I thought that pushing B/I would effect the entire textbox, it didn't take me long to figure it 
out that I needed to highlight , but it was initially confusing
 Heuristic: consistency
 severity: minor

 If image A is on top of image B and I hover over image B, an x appears on the top left 
corner of image B and I can see it through image A, when I move my mouse from image B 
to A the x dissapears, so the x suggests I can delete B, but I actually can't until I move A 
from on top of it
 Heuristic: consistency
 severity: major



 I can erase the drag to reorder label (also, when I completely erase the labels I can't delete 
the text box that it belonged to)
 Heuristic: error prevention
 severity: major

➢
 The B/I buttons don't have good “button affordance”, although its fairly obvious that they 

are clickable 
 Heuristic: affordability
 severity: minor

 Once text is made bold/italicized, the button is pressed down, but if you click elsewhere (so 
they dissapear) and then click back the button is no longer depressed, furthermore when you 
un-bold/un-italicize the button gets pressed down again
 Heuristic: internal consistency
 severity: minor

 When I hover my mouse over the “drag to reorder” label my mouse gives the affordance for 
being able to drag up and down, but not left to right
 Heuristic: affordance
 severity: minor


